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In the distant future, the Earth became 

increasingly uninhabitable. The most optimistic 

forecasts predicted that the human race would 

only survive a few decades.

On the International Lunar Station, a consortium 

of scientists built NOAH: a supercomputer 

driven by an artifi cial intelligence whose sole 

directive was to save humanity. 

It came up with a solution: turn the Moon into 

a giant spaceship using its core as a reactor 

to transport millions of human embryos to the 

nearest superhabitable planet: Albaryne. 

This operation was called the LUNARK initiative.
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Centuries later, humans are about to celebrate 

the 300th anniversary of their arrival on their 

new homeworld. 

NOAH rules over the settlers with its droid army, 

and LUNARK - in geostationary orbit over 

Albaryne - has become a symbol of oppression 

for a growing part of the population. 

You’ll help Leo - a young man with unique physical 

traits and special abilities - to fulfi ll his destiny in 

the midst of a rebellion against LUNARK.
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CONTROLS
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WALK RUN

+

CROUCH INTERACT

SHIELD

PAUSE /
INVENTORY

ROLLSHOOT / PUNCH*

*when close combat
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SHORT JUMPSHORT JUMP

GET DOWN

+

CLIMB

+BELOW
A LEDGE

LONG JUMPLONG JUMP

+RUN

DROP & TURN

+HANG

HANGRUN & CATCH LEDGE

+ +RUN
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UPGRADES & ITEMS

HANDGUN

Self-loading, endless 
ammo. Watch out for 
overheating.

$HELL

A very rare and 
mysterious item.

SHIELD CELL

A cell that allows one 
use of your energy 
shield.

CRYSTAL KEY

Once placed on its 
base, this crystal can 
operate a platform.

ARTIFACT

The rare item that 
Gideon asked Leo
to recover.

ORB

A shiny orb revealing 
the coordinates of a 
mysterious location.

TUBE KEY

A key that unlocks the 
sectors of the flying 
penitentiary.

PLANS

A disk that contains 
critical intel for the 
rebellion’s outcome.

GUN UPGRADE

A module
that enhances
the handgun.

HEALING PLANT

Eat that fruit 
and get one 
heart back.

HEALING PLANT

Eat that fruit 
and get one 
heart back.

GOLDEN PLANT

Eat that fruit  
and get full 
health.

GOLDEN PLANT

Eat that fruit  
and get full 
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MAIN CAST

LEO
Leo is physically diff erent from other young 
men but always looks at things in a positive 
way. He has exceptional abilities but suff ers 
from an incurable accelerated aging.

HUGG
Hugg will often cross paths with Leo during 
his adventures, and if you bring him 3 $hells, 
he will prove to be of invaluable help.

FARAH
Farah runs a syrup-harvesting business. She 
is highly esteemed by her fellow rebe... uh, 
that is, “humble syrup farmers.”

KALVIN
Kalvin was the leader of the resistance 
against the totalitarian regime of LUNARK 
before he was incarcerated. He would do 
anything for the cause.

GIDEON
Gideon is the director of the droid factory 
and a high-ranking member of the LUNARK 
hierarchy. He took Leo in a while ago and 
assigns him diff erent missions.
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ENEMIES
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SHADOWFANG
Beware, they like to 
hide in wall cracks.

NECTARONAUT
Flying around trunks 

looking for syrup.

LEAPING LURKER
Those spiders like to crawl on 
the ceiling to better fall on you.

ZIRNEKLIS QUEEN
Leaping Lurkers’ mother. 
Doesn’t like intruders.

AEROSTALKER
It’ll hunt you down if it spots you. 
Beware of the “suicide” mode.

BLUE DROID
Powerful sentry 
but not mobile.

SWORDROID
These are tax collectors and swords fi ghters. Get too 
close and they won’t hesitate to throw their sword at you.

RED DROID
Armored droid that shoots missiles 
and swings its shield at you.

DRORILLA
Shoots laser then jumps on you. 
3 words: crouch, roll, shoot!

GREEN DROID
The most advanced 

of the LUNARK droids.

PRISON GUARD
Don’t let him 

spot you.
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